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Context — Tree rings play a major role in documenting past and ongoing climate change and its impacts
on forest ecosystems. However, past climatic reconstructions and future growth projections are still
hampered by a poor understanding of the influence of environmental and developmental factors on the
physiological processes governing wood formation.
Objectives — The WoodIsotop project aims to advance our knowledge of the interactions between
environmental factors, developmental constraints, and physiological processes involved in wood
formation. Our investigations focus on a better understanding of the mechanisms by which seasonal
climate variations and extreme events leave permanent imprints in the tree rings. We focus in particular
on (i) identifying the environmental factors influencing the intra-annual dynamics of wood formation
and the characteristics of the rings formed (i.e. micro-densitometric profile, anatomical characteristics
of the wood, and intra-ring variations in isotopic composition); (ii) understanding the mechanisms
involved; and (iii) their temporal coordination.
Approach — To carry out this project, we relied on a network of instrumented plots composed of 3
mixed stands of conifers, containing 3 species, monitored over 3-4 years, and installed along an
altitudinal gradient in the Donon (Vosges Mountains). The dataset was completed to contain all the
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information concerning the formation dynamics, quantitative anatomy and isotopic composition ( 13C)
of the rings. In addition, we have improved our model of wood formation dynamics to accurately relate
cell differentiation kinetics, tracheid morphology, and wood isotopic composition to concomitant
environmental conditions.
Key results — By connecting causes (environmental and developmental conditions) and consequences
(tree-ring characteristics and wood isotope signature) through a mechanistic understanding of the
physiological processes involved in wood formation, the WoodIsotop project will not only increase the
reliability of the dendrochronological variables used for climate reconstructions, but will also reduce
uncertainties in future assessments of the impact of climate change on tree growth, the functioning of
forest ecosystems, and the quantification of flows exchanged between terrestrial biomass and the
atmosphere.
The results obtained during this project concern:
 Assigning a temporal window to variations in wood density and isotopic composition in the
ring;
 Highlighting the temporal "overlap" between sections of the rings (see illustration);
 Evidence of the probable "isolation" effect of the tracheids in formation, which would only be
supplied with carbohydrates during their creation in the cambial zone, but not anymore during
their differentiation in the developing xylem;
 The acquisition of evidences suggesting that cellulose deposition and lignin impregnation are
concomitant processes.
Main conclusions including key points of discussion — Despite many methodological difficulties
inherent in the technique of wood formation monitoring, we were able to improve our statistical model
of xylogenesis dynamics sufficiently to assign each section of wood cut within the tree ring to a specific
time window. This allowed us to show that the despite the delineated wood sections are separated
spatially, they cannot be attributed to isolated time periods, being temporally "overlapped" each other.
These sections cannot therefore provide independent climate information, contrary to what is regularly
proposed in scientific publications on the subject.
Future perspectives — During this project we were able to demonstrate that our approach was
applicable and challenged the results previously achieved by less accurate approaches. At present, the
results obtained for fir in the Vosges Mountains using intra-ring variations of 13C and microdensitometric profiles are rather disappointing from a dendroecological point of view. We believe that
this is due to the low variability observed between the study sites and the years of monitoring, as well
as to the physiological behavior of the species, which is very stable during the growing season. Three
new research tracks are being considered to extend this project: (1) further analyzing the coordination
between cellulose deposition and lignin impregnation using confocal microscopy, and understanding
the consequences on intra-ring patterns of C isotope signal in tree-rings; (2) comparing our results with
the simulations of a growth model including carbon isotope discrimination in tree rings (MUSICA) to
better interpret our results and to verify the consistency of the model; (3) using our methodology to look
at variations of 18O in larch tree-rings along an altitudinal gradient in Switzerland (Lötschental) for
which climatic constraints are much stronger.
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